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AgNO3 were 4.6 and 0.02 mol L±1, respectively. The cleaned planar
silicon p±n junction strips were then immediately immersed into the
etching solution and treated at 50 C for 60 min. After the etching
process, the obtained samples were rinsed copiously in de-ionized
water, and dried at room temperature. The thick silver film wrapping
the silicon wafer was detached before examination of the sample
using SEM. Samples were characterized using a SEM (JEOL
JSM6301F). To prepare a TEM specimen, the sample was scraped
using a knife, and the scraping was collected and suspended in ethanol; then a drop was placed on a carbon copper grid and examined in
a JEOL 2010F microscope equipped with a Gatan GIF 678 system.
The electronic properties of the SiNWs are characterized using
CSAFM (Molecular Imaging).
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Electric Field Singularity Assisted
Nanopatterning**
By N. Ravishankar,* Vijay B. Shenoy,
and C. Barry Carter
Ordered arrays of metal nanoparticles on oxide substrates
find diverse applications ranging from catalysis to magnetic
recording, and hence patterning to produce such arrays is an
area of considerable technical importance and active research.[1±6] A majority of ongoing approaches relies on the use
of pattern-transfer onto suitable substrates followed by a deposition procedure. Patterning based on self-assembly,[2] lithography techniques,[7] focused ion beam (FIB) lithography,[8] electrodeposition,[9] and soft lithography[6] are
commonly used. Ordered nanoparticles of semiconductors,[10]
magnetic materials,[5,9,11±13] transition metal catalysts,[1,3] microelectronic materials,[14,15] and optical/optoelectronic materials[16] have been produced using these techniques or variations thereof. The drawbacks of the popular photolithography
technique arise due to the limitations imposed by optical diffraction, which implies that only features with lateral dimensions larger than 100 nm can be produced.[6] Newer techniques using electron beams[1] or FIBs[8,17] have been used to
produce features as small as a few nanometers. The advent of
newer non-photolithographic techniques like soft lithography
provide techniques to produce feature sizes ranging from
30 nm to 100 lm.[6] Electrodeposition has also been used to
produce ordered arrays/nanowires on stepped surfaces.[18,19]
In this report, we introduce a new non-lithographic method
for producing ordered arrays of metal particles on a reconstructed ceramic surface. This method takes advantage of the
stepped structure that is formed as a result of annealing a
high-energy alumina surface that serves as a template for producing arrays of metal nanoparticles. Although the principle
of using surface steps as decoration sites has been used extensively, patterning of metal particles that is shown here has a
different physical origin to these well-known step decoration
techniques.[20] In these decoration techniques, nucleation
takes place under conditions of supersaturation at the lower
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Figure 2. A schematic of the vacuum chamber used for producing the
nanoarrays. A small foil of Pt is placed on a reconstructed alumina surface (2 mm  2 mm) and heated to 1800 C under a vacuum of 10±4 torr.
Pt transport to the crests of the reconstructed structure takes place via
vapor-phase transport corroborated by the formation of nanoparticles on
a second alumina surface placed adjacent but not in contact with the first
one.

COMMUNICATIONS

sides of the steps (equivalent to the valley sites in our case).
Further, nucleation also occurs on impurities and defects on
the flat terrace regions. The spacing of the clusters in these
decoration experiments is governed by the diffusion of atoms
along the steps and is shown to be inversely proportional to
the square root of the width of the step.[21] In the present
work, however, we show that nucleation occurs under conditions of undersaturation at the top side of the step (crests).
Nucleation in the present case is highly site-specific to the
crests owing to strong electrostatic effects. Additionally, the
particle spacing increases with the width of the step. The
(101Å0) surface, the m-plane of alumina, is an unstable plane
and reconstructs into a hill-and-valley structure on annealing
at high temperatures. Figure 1 is a secondary-electron (SE)
image of such a surface. The {1Å012} and {101Å1Å} facets that are
formed as a result of this reconstruction have different surface

experimental conditions, as shown schematically, a droplet of
liquid Pt forms on the surface. An SE image from a region
adjacent to the large Pt droplet (Fig. 3A) shows Pt particles
having a size range of 30±50 nm with a spacing of 50±120 nm,
perched on the crests of the reconstructed surface. The size of
the particles and their spacing is very uniform along any particular ridge. The size of the particles, although uniform on a
given ridge, increases as the width, w, of the ridge increases.
Larger particles are more widely spaced and in some cases
have smaller particles in between (as shown in the inset). The

Figure 1. SE image of a reconstructed alumina surface showing the hilland-valley structure that is formed. The surface was annealed in air at
1400 C for 16 h. The inset at the top (not to scale) schematically illustrates the indices of the facets that are formed as a result of the annealing and the angular relationship between the facets.

energies and make angles of 32.4 and 17.6, respectively,
(see inset, Fig. 1) with the original m-plane.[22,23] Atomic
force microscopy (AFM) analysis reveals that the height and
the spacing between steps are ~ 25 nm and ~ 150 nm, respectively. The reconstruction is not restricted to local regions and
is seen throughout the sample (~ 2 mm  2 mm).
A schematic of the experimental conditions that were used
to produce the ordered arrays is shown in Figure 2. Under the
Adv. Mater. 2004, 16, No. 1, January 5

Figure 3. A) Arrays of Pt nanoparticles on a reconstructed alumina surface. The particles form by a vapor-phase transport mechanism. The size
of the particle array on a particular ridge depends on the width of the
ridge. A magnified inset shows the presence of smaller particles in between large particles. B) Variation in the spacing of the particles as a
function of the particle size. The solid line corresponds to a fit of the experimental data to the theoretical relation l ~ s0.8 where l and s are, respectively, the particle spacing and size.
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dependence of the spacing of the particles on their size is
shown in Figure 3B indicating that the spacing increases with
increasing particle size. There is considerable coarsening of
the step structure and disordering of the steps as a result of
the high-temperature heat treatment under vacuum conditions and hence some of the steps appear curved in the images
shown in Figure 3A. Nanoparticles also form on an alumina
surface that was placed adjacent to, but not in contact with
the surface that contained the Pt foil (see Fig. 2).
The following questions arise from the observations mentioned above. How do the Pt nanoparticles form and why are
they so uniform in size along a given ridge? Why do these particles populate only the crest regions on the reconstructed surface? And, why does the spacing between the particles depend on their size? These can be answered by considering the
following steps in the formation of the nanoparticle arrays.
The process of formation of the ordered array of particles
consists of three steps:
1. Liquid Pt from the large droplet goes to vapor phase under conditions of high vacuum and temperature.
2. Although the vapor pressure of Pt corresponds to undersaturation, it condenses on the crests on the alumina surface,
aided by the electric-field singularities at the crests. The equilibrium configuration of the condensed liquid is a string of equally
sized/spaced droplets perched on the crests, resulting from a
competition between the surface and electrostatic energies.
3. These droplets freeze on cooling to give rise to the ordered array of nanoparticles.
The equilibrium vapor pressure of Pt at the melting point
(1769 C) is 2  10±4 torr.[24] Although the complete equation
of state for Pt is unknown, it is clear that the temperature (T)
and pressure (P) that is maintained in the present experiment
is in the vapor-phase regime in the P±T phase diagram of Pt.
Under these conditions, there is a driving force for the Pt liquid to go into the vapor phase while the nucleation of liquid
from the vapor phase is energetically unfavorable. On evaporation, Pt atoms are transported away from the molten Pt surface by vapor-phase diffusion. The role of vapor-phase transport on the formation of Pt particles in the present case is
corroborated by the presence of Pt nanoparticles on an alumina surface that was placed adjacent to, but not in contact with
the sample that contains the large Pt droplet. To further corroborate this point, two sets of experiments were performed
separately with Au and solder (Pb±Sn alloy) liquids with temperatures close to their melting points (1200 C for Au and
400 C for Pb±Sn alloy). Here, no particles were seen in the
region adjacent to the large droplet. The equilibrium vapor
pressure of these materials (10±5 torr for Au and ~ 10±10 torr
for a Pb±Sn alloy)[24] is much lower than the operating pressure (10±4 torr) in the experiment and thus there is no driving
force for the atoms to go to the vapor phase, and hence no
possibility of condensation and formation of nanoparticles.
Nucleation of a liquid from a vapor phase, as analyzed by
the classical nucleation theory, involves an increase in energy
due to the formation of a surface (surface energy c) that is offset by the decrease in volume free energy (DGv) for the trans-
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formation. This competition leads to an activation barrier and
a critical size, r*, above which a nucleus becomes stable.[25,26]
The vapor phase that forms in the case of Pt is undersaturated
(DGv ³ 0), i.e., there is no possibility of homogeneous nucleation of the liquid phase under such conditions.
The role of foreign surfaces in promoting nucleation by reducing the activation barrier is a well recognized, widely used
fact.[25±29] Heterogeneous nucleation from the vapor phase has
been shown to be a powerful technique to detect extremely
small levels of impurities on surfaces.[30] For the nucleation of
liquid from a supersaturated vapor, the reduction in the activation barrier depends upon the geometry of the surface and
the contact angle of the liquid on this surface. Although the
activation barrier is reduced for heterogeneous nucleation for
the geometry of the reconstructed surface, there is still a need
for a finite supersaturation for the formation of the liquid
phase.[26] Decoration of surface ridges by heterogeneous nucleation on wedged surfaces with different contact angles and
wedge angles has been investigated in detail.[31] It has been
shown that for values of enclosed angle of the wedge, which
are less than 180, the crests are never decorated. Formation
of nuclei on a flat surface, or even in the valleys between the
crests, is more favorable. Thus, in the present case, the questions remain as to why the liquid condenses at all, and, why
does it decorate the crests and not the valleys?
The answer lies in the fact that nucleation of Pt takes place
on the surface of an ionic material. The role of electrostatic
fields in promoting nucleation is well documented, and, for
example, is the basis for the Wilson cloud chamber.[26,32] The
surface of alumina, an ionic material, which possesses an excess electrostatic potential, V,[33] serves to promote the nucleation process. The excess electrostatic potential, V, is due the
equilibration of ionic defects with the free surface of the material[33] and is insensitive to the details of ionic arrangement
on the surface. Due to the hill-and-valley geometry of the alumina surface, the resulting electric field near the surface is
highly inhomogeneous. In particular, the electric field near
the tip of the crest,[34] with enclosed angle a (= 130, Fig. 4)
varies as r±b, where r is the distance from the tip and b = (p ±
a)/(2p ± a) = 0.22. We note here that this form of an electric
field singularity can be generated near any surface (even in a
non-ionic material) maintained at a constant electric potential
and having a corrugated structure.

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the formation of a continuous tube on
the crest (A) and an array of equally sized and spaced droplets (B). Configuration B is the thermodynamically favored state for the Pt droplets on
the alumina surface owing to a competition between capillary and electrostatic forces.
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tionship between spacing and size as l ~ s(3(l + 2b))/(5 + 2b). Substituting b = 0.22, the spacing of the particles is related to the size
as l ~ s0.8. A fit of this relation with experimental data shows
excellent agreement (see Fig. 3B).
The quantity m0, the volume of the liquid condensed per
unit length of the ridge, is directly proportional to the width,
w, of the ridge (see Fig. 4). Therefore, particles on wider
ridges (larger w) are larger as is evident from Figure 3A. Also,
since wider ridges have particles spaced further apart, the regions of the crest between the particles exposed to vacuum
are locations of very high electric field. Thus, fresh nucleation
can occur between the large particles and the configuration in
this case can be an array of very large particles with intermediate particles in between, as is seen in the inset in Figure 3A.
The regular arrangement of nanoparticles of platinum on
the crests of the alumina surface is a frozen equilibrium configuration of liquid platinum that condenses in the form of an
array of regular droplets. We estimate the time Dt required
for collecting an amount of liquid platinum such that the volume per unit length on the crest is m0 to be
p
Dt = 2 mkT m0/(pwX)

COMMUNICATIONS

The formation of a metal droplet covering the crest reduces
the electrostatic energy of the system. In the present case
(b = 0.22), assuming that the liquid condenses in the form of a
tube covering the crest (indicated as configuration A in
Fig. 4), the free energy change per unit length for the formation of a tube of radius r is Acr ± Cr2(1 ± b), where A is a non-dimensional constant of order unity, and C is a positive constant
that depends on the electrostatic parameters. The volumefree-energy term has been neglected since the experiments
are carried out very close to the liquid±vapor coexistence line
in the P±T diagram (i.e., DGv ~ 0). The free energy expression
contains two terms, the surface energy term that increases the
free energy and dominates at small values of r, and the electrostatic term that reduces the free energy of the system and
dominates at larger values of r. The electrostatic term plays a
role similar to that of the volume term (during homogeneous
nucleation) in reducing the free energy and aids heterogeneous nucleation from the undersaturated vapor phase. Thus,
nucleation of liquid metal on the crests is aided by the presence of a singularity in the electric field (r±0.22). Further, there
is no singularity near the corner of the valleys (electric field
scales as r0.38). In fact, the magnitude of the electric field increases away from the corners of the valleys and the liquid
metal is repelled from the valley corners. Therefore, the crests
of the surface are the most favored sites for nucleation owing
to the presence of a singularity in the electric field.
The thermodynamically favored configuration of the liquid
that condenses on the crests is not a tube of liquid (configuration A in Fig. 4), as considered above for the sake of illustration, but a string of equally sized and regularly spaced droplets (configuration B in Fig. 4). This is due to a competition
between the surface energy, which favors formation of droplets (similar to Rayleigh±Plateau instability),[35] and the electrostatic energy, which favors a continuous liquid tube so that
most of the crest is covered with liquid metal. This competition is governed by the relative magnitudes of two length
scales present in the system. The first is a length scale associated with the ratio of the surface and electrostatic energies
given as k0 = (c/C)1/(1±2b). The second scale is set by Öm0, where
m0 is the average volume of liquid metal that has condensed
per unit length of the crest. The spacing of the particles can be
obtained by considering a metastable configuration of the liquid metal in the form of a continuous tube (configuration A in
Fig. 4) of radius r0 ~ Öm0. The geometry of the tube is perturbed by a sinusoidal variation of its radius as
r(z) = r0 (1 + Scos(kz)), (S is a non-dimensional amplitude of
the perturbation, k is the wavevector of the perturbation, and
z is the distance along the cylinder axis) and the change in the
free energy is evaluated. The analysis indicates that perturbations with wavevectors smaller than a critical wavevector kc
reduce the free energy of the system implying that the equilibrium configuration of the condensed liquid is a set of equally
spaced droplets as shown in configuration B of Figure 4. The
spacing l (~ 1/kc) of the droplets is determined as l/k0 ~ (m0/
k02)(1 + 2b)/4. The size of the particles, s, obtained using volume
conservation (s3 ~ m0l) is s ~ (m0)(5 + 2b)/12 resulting in the rela-

(1)

where p is the pressure, m is the mass of a Pt atom, k is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and X is the volume per atom. For m0 = 100 nm2, this time interval is estimated
to be about 4 s. Equilibration time scales for the liquid at
these temperatures can hardly be larger than 10±6 s owing to
very high mobility of atoms (large surface diffusion) and a relatively low viscosity of liquid metals (< 5  10±3 N s m±2). The
time required for equilibration is much smaller than the time
required for mass transport from the vapor phase to the droplet and thus the droplet array is always in equilibrium.
We have established a novel method for the preparation of
regular arrays of metal nanoparticles. The main idea is to exploit the reconstructed surfaces of ionic solids, which have a
hill-and-valley structure and thus singularities in the electric
fields that exist along the surface. This enables the preferential condensation of liquid metal on the crests in the form of
an array of droplets. The size and spacing distribution is controlled by the geometry of the surface. By a suitable choice of
annealing temperature and time, it is possible to vary the
length scale of reconstruction of the surface and thus control
the size and spacing of the droplets that form on this surface.
For any given metal/alloy, it is possible to choose the temperature and pressure ranges and surfaces with different potency for heterogeneous nucleation, such that ordered arrays
of nanoparticles can be produced using this method. Although
the method has been demonstrated for the case of nucleation
from the vapor phase, it is possible to envisage extensions of
this method to produce arrays of nanoparticles by precipitating from a solution on suitably ridged surfaces with electric
field singularities. The method therefore holds promise of
application to a wide class of material systems.
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The use of electrostatic forces to align nanoparticles,
termed nanoxerography, has been demonstrated earlier.[36]
However, this method is primarily an alignment method and
requires nanoparticles produced elsewhere. The present work
relies on an in-situ nucleation and ordering of nanoparticles
and the resolution obtained here is much better than in the reported nanoxerographic techniques. An additional advantage
of the present technique is that the nanoparticles that form on
solidification have a crystallographic alignment on the surface
as is evident from the alignment of the faceted particles in the
SE image shown in Figure 5. This has very important implications for the properties of such arrays. For instance, aligned

was switched off after holding the assembly at this temperature for a
very short time (< 2 min). The exact cooling rate was not calculated
but the initial cooling rate was estimated to be » 100 C min±1.
SEM Observation: A field-emission SEM (Hitachi S900) operated
at 5 kV was used. Imaging was done in the SE imaging mode. A thin
layer of Pt (1±2 nm) was used to prevent charging in the microscope.
Received: May 2, 2003
Final version: September 26, 2003
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Figure 5. High-magnification image of the Pt nanoparticles on the alumina surface showing the faceted nature of the particles. The alignment of
the facets indicates a crystallographic orientation for the particles.
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ferromagnetic nanoparticles have a tremendous potential for
recording applications. Of course, the magnetic anisotropy of
the particles becomes important in this case. It is interesting
to note that arrays of ferromagnetic particles of comparable
dimensions and spacing on the m-plane translates to an areal
density of 1011 per square inch (1 in2 = 6.45 cm2).

Substrate Preparation: Single crystals of Al2O3, 1 mm thick and polished both sides (Crystal Systems, MA) were used as substrates. The
substrates were annealed at 1400 C for 16 h in air in a box furnace in
flat alumina boats covered with an inverted alumina crucible. Highpurity alumina powder was packed in the boat in the region outside
the crucible and acts as a getter for impurities. The substrates were
cleaned ultrasonically in acetone, followed by methanol prior to the
annealing treatment.
Formation of Pt Nanoarrays: For the vapor-phase transport of Pt on
to the reconstructed substrates, a thin foil of high-purity Pt (approximately 0.5 mm  0.5 mm  0.01 mm thick) served as the source of
metal. The foil was placed on the reconstructed surface and the assembly was heated to 1800 C in a vacuum furnace (Centorr, NH) under a vacuum of » 10±4 torr and a molten droplet of Pt (larger than
100 lm in diameter) forms on the surface at this temperature. A nominal heating rate of 20 C min±1 was used. The power to the furnace
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